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Correctableerrorpattern Syndrome

000000 000
000001 001
000010 0i0
000100 100
001000 101

010000 011

100000 110
100001 111

Suppose that the code word c : (110101) is transmitted

and r : (0 1 01 0 1 ) is received' We calculate the syndrome o{

r as:

received parity bits

parity bits obtained
information

:101
by re-encoding received

:_0[
.'. SYndrome : 110

From the table we note that ( 1 10) is the syndrome

corresponding to the correctable error pattern e : ( 1 00000) '

Thus r * e: (010101) + (100000): (110101) is identified

as the transmitted code word' Now suppose (011110) is

transmitted and ( 1 01 1 1 0) is received. The syndrome can be

computed as before to obtain (101) which corresponds to

(001000). The decoded word is identified as (101110) +
(001000): (100110). This is an incorrect decoding since'

the error pattern caused by the channel (110000) is not a

correctable error pattern. This code corrects single errors in

any positioir and one error pattern o{ double errors. Thus, as

noted earlier, it is a single error correcting code.

Algebraic techniques-The most prominent among

these is the iterative decoding algorithm for BCH codes due to

Berlekamp. It is perhaps the deepest and most impressive

theoretical result in coding theory (block or convolutional)' A
systems engineer who wishes to minimize the complexity ol a

BCH decoder is still well advised to use Berlekamp's

procedure [3]. The algorithm was interpreted in terms of the

design of a minimum'length shift registef to produce a given

sequence by Massey [2]. The key idea is to compute a so-

called error-locator polynomial and solve for its roots' The

complexity of this algorithm increases only as the square of

the number of errors to be corrected' Thus' it is feasible to

decode power{ul codes' The use o{ Fourier-like trans{orms

has recently been proposed as a vehicle for reducing decoder

complexity [2].
The BCH decoder could be implemented at moderate data

rates in a special purpose processor with an associated finite

field arithmetic unit, and memory. Highly parallel realization

has been used to achieve very high data rates (a0 Mbps) [2] '
The standard BCH decoding algorithm is a bounded'

distance algorithm. That is, no error patterns of more than t

errors can be corrected. This technique does not generalize

easily to utilize soft decisions' At present, soft decisions can

only be utilized via some other techniques in combination with

the standard hard decision BCH decoding algorithm. Two

such schemes are Forney's generalized minimum distance

decoding and Chase's algorithm [2].

Permutation decoding is another example o{ algebraic

decoding and the so-called error trapping is a special case o{

it [4]. This technique is based on the {act that if the weight of

the syndrome for an (n,k) t-error correcting code is at most t,

then the information bits are correct. If the weight of the

syndrome is greater than t, then at least one inf ormation bit is

incorrect.

Majority logic decoding-There are codes that, because

o{ the special form of their parity check equations, are

majority logic decodable. Majority-logic decoding is the

simplest form of threshold decoding that is applicable to both

block and convolutional codes. Recall that any syndrome bit

is a linear combination of error bits. Thus, a syndrome bit

represents a known sum of error bits. Further, any linear

combination of syndrome bits is also a known sum of error

bits. Hence, all 2n-k such possible combinations oi syndrome

bits are of the known sum of error bits available ai the

receiver.
In the simplest case, decoding for these codes is performed

on a bit-by-bit basis. For every received bit several parity

check equations are checked giving rise to a particular value'

The element 1 or 0 receiving the majority votes is taken to be

the correct value for that bit. Many examples of this type of

decoding pfocedure are given in [1].

Convolutional Codes and Their Decoding

Convolutional codes using either Viterbi or sequential

decoding have the ability to utilize whatever soft'decision

information might be available to the decoder' It is not

surprising that they have been used widely even though their

theory is not as mathematically profound as that oi block

codes. Most good coirvolutional codes have been found by

computer search rather than by algebraic construction'

Convolutional codes can be studied from many di{fferent

approaches. For the purpose of illustrating their decoding

methods, it is necessary to outline both the tree and the trellis

approaches.'The 
convolutional encoder o{ Fig' 2 can be described by

the code tree o{ Fig. 9. Each branch of the tree represents a

single input bit-an input zero corresponds to the upper

branch and an input one corresponds to the lower branch'

Clearly any sequence o{ input bits traces out a particular path

through the tree. Specifically, a 101 10 sequence traces out a

i1 01 00 10 10 outPut sequence'

In Fig. 9 we have labeled each node of the tree with a

member from the following set of binary pairs: {00, 01, 10,

11] corresponding to the contents of the two le{t-most

poritio.,, o{ the encoder rbgister at that point in the tree' This

number is called the state of the encoder'

We see that the tree contains redundant information which

can be eliminated by merging, at any given level, all nodes

corresponding to the same encoder state' The redrawing of

the tree with merging paths has been called a trellis by Forney'

Figure 10 represents a trellis for the convolutional encoder o{

Fi;.2. As before, an input 0 corresponds to the selection of

the upper branch and an input I to the lower branch' Each

't6
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possible input sequence corresponds to a particular path in the
trellis.

Unlike block codes, several distance measures have been
proposed for convolutional codes, and each one is important
and use{ul for particular decoding techniques.

The nth order column distance function d.(n) of a
convolutional code is the minimum Hamming distance
between all pairs of code words of length n branches which
differ in their first branch of the code tree. The column
distance function is a nondecreasing function of n, and
assumes two particular values o{ special interest: d, the
minimum distance of the code when n : K, the constraint
length o{ the code; and d1, the lree distance o{ the code when
n-*€.

The minimum distance o{ a convolutional code is the

important parameter for determining the error probability of
the code when used with threshold decoding. The free

distance is useful in determining the code performance with
Viterbi decoding and sequential decoding.

Decoding o{ Conuolutional Codes

The problem of decoding a convolutional code can be

thought o{ as attempting to find a path through the trellis or
the tree by making use of some decoding rule.

V iterbi D e co ding Algor ithm

This algorithm leads to a maximum likelihood decoder for
convolutional codes. ln fact, it applies to any trellis code, not
just convolutional codes. The significance of the trellis
viewpoint is that the number of nodes in the trellis does not
continue to grow as the number of input bits increases but
remains at 2K-1. The Viterbi algorithm computes a "metric"
for every possible path through the trellis. It then discards a

number of paths at every node that exactly balances the
number of new paths that are created. Thus, it is possible to
maintain a relatively small list of paths that are always
guaranteed to contain the maximum-likelihood choice. The
decoding algorithm can easily operate on soft-decisioned
data. This is a major advantage of Viterbi decoding.

Viterbi decoding is presently the most important decoding
technique for providing coding gain for a variety of channels.
Unfortunately, it has been well over a decade since there have
been any fundamentally new ideas in Viterbi decoding, and

that technology appears to be near the asymptote oi its

learning curve [9].
We note that the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is an

exponential function of the code's constraint length K;
unfortunately, the larger K is, the better the code is likely to be

(that is, the larger ar€ the coding gains that can be obtained).
We are motivated to consider decodins alsorithms that will
work on coivolutional codes with very l"urgJuuln", o{ K, say
K>> 10, the present limit ol Viterbi decoders.

One last point worth mentioning is that Viterbi decoding
does not perform very well in a bursty channel. In those

channels, interleaving of data may thus have to be considered
to obtain low correlation between noise samples. However,
interleaving requires a significant increase in the encoding

delay which may not be acceptable in certain applications.

Sequential Decoding

The complexity of sequential decoders is relatively
independent of constraint length, so that codes with much
larger constraint lengths can be used. A more rapid rate of
change of error probability is achieved with increasing
E u/N . . This technique is more suitable than Viterbi decoding
when low bit error rates (( 10 5) are required.

Sequential decoding was first introduced by Wozencra{t
but the most widely used algorithm to date is due to Fano. It is
an efficient'method for finding the most probable code word,
given the received sequence, without searching the entire tree.

The explored path is probably only local; that is, the
procedure is suboptimum. The search is performed in a
sequential manner, always operating on a single path, but the

decoder can back up and change previous decisions. Each
time the decoder moves forward, a "tentative" decision is
made. lf an incorrect decision is made, subsequent extensions
of the path will be wrong. The decoder is eventually able to
recognize this situation. When this happens, a substantial
amount of computation is needed to recover the correct path.

Backtracking and trying alternate paths continues until it
finally decodes successfully.

A major problem with sequential decoding schemes is that
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the number o{ computations required in advancing one node

d""p".-i",. the code tree is so ili-behaved a random variable

;;;t;" with very {ast decoding circuitry and very large

UJi"rr, performance is limited by the probability of bulier

overflow [9].

Threshold Decoding

Some convolutional codes are threshold decodable in that

,"u"*l purity checks are calculated {or each message bit and

;;;;";;# a threshold, a decision on the correctness of the

bit is made. Moderate values of coding gain ( 1 to 3 dB) can be

;;J;i,h relativelv inexpensive decoders and limited

amount of redundancY'---Diff,r." 
threshold decoding and the Gallager adaptive

burst-finding scheme are two iriportant variations of threshold

i"."a* Tiese algorithms canalso deal with burst errors [ 1 ]'

Comparison of Block and Convolutional Codes

The theory of block codes is much older and richer than the

theory of convolutional codes and the discussion on block

codes is much longer than the discussion on convolutional

.oi"r. tto*.,r"r, t'"'til recently this unbalance did not apply to

practical applications' The discussion presented here is

loolt..ir. to an additive Gaussian white noise channel' For

spread spcctrum systems with iamming and lading channels'

the beneiits o[ using codes (either block or convolutional) are

Kbps), moderate (10 Kbps to 1 Mbps)' figh.(1 
Mbps to 20

Mbp;i and very high (greater than 20 Mbps)'

At'-od".atl and high data rates for a given level of

complexity, convolutional codes with Vit+i decoding

upp"urc to be the most attractive technique' This assumes

tiut th"r" is no appreciable interference other than Gaussian

".ir", 
i, .ft. urrtrrn", that a decoded bit error rate o{ 10-5 is

satisfactory and that the overall system transmits..long

sequences-of bit streams' This advantage to the Viterbi

"iu-.ri,l,rn 
follows because, in order to apply an algebraic

d"".oding algorithm to a block code it is necessary to use

hurd-de.irions, whereas the Viterbi algorithm can be adapted

to accept soft-decisions with relative ease' However' i{ more

efficient algorithms for decoding long block codes with soit

iu.irion, ir" de,reloped, they will undoubtedly be quite

competitive.
At very high data rates, concatenated Reed-solomon and

short block code systems can provide roughly the same gatn

with less complexity than Viterbi decoding'

For Iarger coding gains at high speeds' sequential decoding

with hard decisions appears tobe the most attractive choice'

At moderate data rates a better case can be made for using

sequential decoding with soft decisions'

Insituationswherethesystemprotocolsrequirethe
;;i,,LT'ot uto"t" of iata (such as TDMA)' all

convolutional systems require flushouts and restarts' that is'

the CODEC must be set to the all zero state betore processlng

thenextblock'Forsuchsystems,blockcodesappeartobe
more attractive'

Threshold decoding is a very attractive technique for

systems operating at vlry high speeds with small complexity'

ln digital satellite ry,t"-' a fotential use o{ this technique will

be in digital telephony, where the user.requires a smaller bit

rate than that of the uncoded system but desires extremely

even more sPectacular'

We will tuk" 
^s 

our basis of comparison an uncoded BPSK

.;;;;;;ting coherent detection' The same can be

"*t".rd"d 
to qi'Sf, since the four-phase modulation may be

.r"tta"t"a ur-b"i,rg the superposition of two BPSK systems

"uch 
uctirrg,rpon the orthogonal sine and cosine components

of iir" ...t[t signal. We will assume that the information rate

Jti*"d ior all coded systems' The coded system will require

,""r" nf U".awidih. Comparisons among different techniques

will be made at bit erroruut"' = 10-5 and 10-8' Table t has

f""" "J*,"a 
from [2]' Here the column labelled "data rate

.upubility" is taken to be the following: low (less than 10

high bandwidth efliciencY'

?o, *obil" terminals operating in the presence of large

d.;;i"; ;;i;i and dopple' rate, and muitipath and fading' the

use of Reed-Solomon codes with so{t-decision decoding ap-

Fig. 10. Trellis for the convolutional encodei:lI1:
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A message with content and claritg
Has gotten to be quite a raritg

To combat the terror
Of serious error

Use bits of appropriate paritg.
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